Inner Advisory Circle
Preview
Change is part of life. Digitalization is massively
changing the way we live, lead, work, interact
and understand the future of human evolution.
What traits should a leader sharpen to welcome
in his best mindset the world’s digitalization and
perfectly fit and lead in the new era?
Join our Inner Advisory Circle with Anastasios
Spanidis and deep dive in preparing yourself for
YOUR digital transformation as a leader,
understanding the new rules and attributes
needed for success in a rapidly ever evolving
world!

Calendar 2021
Monthly meetings TBC from
May 2021 – Jan 2022

Contact us: +30 210 8985869

tassos
spanidis
Chairman, Generation Y
VP of Innovation, CEO Clubs Greece

Your gains:
▪ Understand the digital transformation and the
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“changes” it brings, before evolution happens.
Technology vs Human. Make technology your ally.
Adaptability. The golden skill.
Importance of vision. Human comes before
technology.
Make the team follow with passion. There is no “I” in
teams.
Talent retaining. Intrapreneurship vs presentism.
Growth mindset. A road to success.
How YOU LEAD in this sea! No one did it without
passing through the storms.

Visit us at www.yourdirectorsclub.com

Inner Advisory Circle
The Inner Advisory Circle Chapters
Understand digital transformation and the “changes” it brings before it happens
An eye-opening session regarding the history of digital transformation in order to better understand it. How it evolved until
today. What to expect in the near future from technology. How to see and predict the far future regarding the impact in
human’s life and business.
Technology vs Human
Technology always supported the human evolution. Examples how this happened with inventions (examples: auto/airplanes
and so on). What will be really of value as skill in the near future. How new job positions will be created and how old ones will
disappear? Learn how to read the map!
Adaptability
The speed of change is exponential. Learn how to follow or even be one step in front of each technological evolution.
Adaptability is the key to lead. Reskill and upskill will be a way of living. What other skills follow?
Importance of vision
Technology will be there to help us, improve us. The more though technology comes forward the less important it will be,
while human traits such as humor, passion, creativity, empathy will become more and more valuable in the business world.
The leader needs a vision that will be crystal clear for him and his team. How to communicate it successfully to your team
and make them join your vision!
Make the team follow with passion
If you want to go fast go alone but if you want to go far go with a team. No business hits its goals without a talented team.
How to motivate your team in a digital world. The importance of right interaction, the balanced analogy between human
touch and digi touch are some of the keys to reach your goals no matter how big these are.
Talent retaining. Intrapreneurship
If humans are our best assets, then how do we treat them? How do we upskill them? How do we support their personal goals
while helping the bigger goal of the team? Make the team’s goal their passion. Incentivize them to evolve the team and
themselves.
Growth mindset
Business is a marathon, not a sprint. How the right mindset releases creativity, innovation, trust and focus. How to keep
people in the right mindset for a long time and how this becomes the team’s culture under the right leadership.
How YOU LEAD in this sea!
The knowledge is given. In this session we look at our mirror and create our own commitment each one to him/herself on
how his/her personal style of leadership will evolve. What will be the main, fresh characteristics that
will drive his/her efforts through the sea of changes in the digital world
that is coming.
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